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Colored glass is widely used to enhance a building’s appearance and style.
High-performance glass products offer a broad range of solutions by combining the technical and
aesthetic qualities of laminated glass for architectural projects.
Thanks to CHROMA-LAM®, one can choose patterns and colors that match one’s style, without
missing the benefits of laminated glass.
CHROMA-LAM® line contains a basic palette of 47 colors, which is divided into 3 main groups;
these are transparent, translucent and opaque. Yet, all 47 colors can be combined to produce over
than 1000 transparent, translucent and opaque shades.

Yalodomi can also create RAL or PANTONE colors
with the use of appropriate PVBs.
This series offers unlimited options for creativity, enabling architects and interior designers
to add their personal touch to buildings and interiors. The principal purpose of multilayered
CHROMA-LAM® products is to set designers’ imagination in "free play", without compromising
safety, security, acoustic insulation, and protection against harmful sun rays.
Compared to other decorative glass products, the patterns and colors of laminated plate glass
based on CHROMA-LAM® interlayer, are protected against damage caused by scratching, dirt and
detergents. Moreover, they are easy to maintain. It can be combined with regular laminated glass,
heat & chemically toughened glass and insulating glass.
CHROMA-LAM® remains indelible in the sun and the weather and retains its structural stability.
The CHROMA-LAM® color palette includes the following technical features:
+
+
+
+

Light transmittance (Tv)
Light Reflectance (Rv)
Solar transmittance (Ts)
Solar Factor (g)

APPLICATIONS
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Office partitions
Doors
Showers
Wall coverings
Steps, floors
Worktops, cupboards’ doors
Canopies, skylights
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PROJECT:
GR CRETE - HERAKLION ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM

Brief Description of the Project
5 types of CHROMA-LAM® with special etching effect. In order to achieve the right colors, a
thorough sampling procedure took place. We had to simulate the deep blue of Aegean sea, the
ancient red, the blue of the greek sky, the color of the sand, the ancient orange.
-over 300 museum display cases.
-over 500 running meters of showcases.
-over 23 galleries.
-including the external and internal lighting system.
-all showcases equipped with clima and temperature control.
-all showcases equipped with alarm sensors.
-earthquake safe showcases and alarm sensors ‘fall-in’ mechanisms.
The showcase types vary from wall cases with pull & slide opening, tilt & slide opening,
pull & ride opening, freestanding cases with tilt & slide opening and table showcases
with sliding hoods.
Project budget : 3.690.000 €
Period : 02/2012-07/2013
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